
Suggested activities and skills are listed on this plan – however we are aware that the EYFS needs to be flexible and designed to suit the 
needs of the children. Therefore plans and topics over the year may vary from what is written.  

EYFS Long Term Plan 2020/2021 
 

 Autumn 1 
 

Autumn 2 
 

Spring 1  
 

Spring 2 
 

Summer 1  
 

Summer 2  
 

Topic Topics vary depending on pupil interests 

Suggested Visits 
/ Trips 

 
Walk around the 

local area / 
library visit 

 

 
Pantomime 

 
 

Visitors for 
careers week 
/ people who 

help us 

 Farm 

 
Personal, Social 

& Emotional 
Development 

Building 
friendships, 
explaining 

school/class 
rules, circle 

times. 
 
 

Pants are 
private 

Sharing and turn 
taking 

 
Naming and 

understanding 
emotions 

Friendship 
 

Conflict 
resolutions 

 
Naming and 

understanding 
emotions 

Empathy 
 
 

Pants are 
private-revisit 

 

My likes & 
dislikes 

 
Who or what 
can help me? 

Teamwork-how 
to be a good 

dolphin 
 

SRE 
 

Pants are 
private-revisit 

 
 

Physical 
Development 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
Team Activities / 
Warm Up games 

 
Healthy Lifestyle 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
 

Dance/ 
Movement 

 
Fundamental 

Ball Skills 
 

Transporting 
and storing 
equipment 

safely 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
 

Fundamental 
Ball Skills 

 
Dance/ 

Movement 
 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
 

Tag Rugby 
(multi-skills) 
Throwing & 

catching skills 
 

Agility, Balance, 
Coordination 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
 

SAQ games 
 

Athletics 

Fine motor / 
pencil control 

 
 

Athletics 
 

Tag Rugby (Sale 
Sharks 

 
Communication 

& Language 

Assess and 
develop 

speaking and 
listening skills, 
show and tell. 

 
WELLCOMM 

Understanding 
what/ 

why/how/who 
questions 

 
Using 

prepositions 
 

Use of correct 
tenses 

 
Taking on a role in play 

 
Understanding what/ why/how/who 

questions 
 

Answering how and why questions 
 

Following 3-part instructions 
 

Responding to what they hear with 
relevant comments, questions and 

actions 

 
 

Literacy 
 

Baseline phonics 
assessments, 
daily phonics, 

letter formation 
practise, name 
writing, writing 

labels, 
storytelling. 
Pathways – 

retell / labels 

Daily phonics 
 

Segmenting and 
blending 

 
Initial sounds, 

recording 
sounds in CVC 

words 
 

Writing simple 
sentences when 

appropriate 
 

Reading 
individual 

reading books 
 

Pathways to 
writing  - retell / 

lists 
 
 

Writing 
Sentence writing 
Letter Formation 
Spelling HF words 

Segmenting / blending 
 

Reading – 
Segmenting / blending 

Comprehension - What will happen 
next? 

Words that repeat 
Finding information from the text 

 
Pathways to writing – Recount / 

Fiction / Poetry 

 
Writing 

Continue to develop the writing 
skills previously taught. Focus on 

presentation including letter sizing, 
letter formation, punctuation, 
spelling ability to re-read own 

writing. Support the use of word 
mats and use of correct spellings. 

 
Use key features of narrative in 

writing. 
 

Reading 
Continue to work on essential 

comprehension and word decoding 
skills 

 
Guided reading in groups 

 
Pathways to writing – 

Fiction / Poster 

 
Maths 

 
Baseline Assessments 

 
Power Maths 

 
 

Power Maths 
- number bonds within 5 

 
Power Maths 

- Exploring patterns 
-Counting on / back 
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- numbers to 5 
-sorting 

-comparing groups in 5 
-change within 5 

-Time 
 

- Numbers to 10 
- Comparing numbers within 10 

- addition to 10 
-number bonds to 10 
- Properties of shapes 

- numbers to 20 
-Numerical Patterns 

-Measure 

Understanding 
the World 

 
 

(Science and 
Geography) 

Baseline assessments through circle 
time activities 

 
Seasons 

 
Our Local Area 

Comments and asks questions about 
aspects of their familiar world such 
as the place where they live or the 

natural world. ( see list of suggested 
activities) 

Looks closely at similarities, 
differences, patterns and change. 

 
Seasons 

 
Shows care and concern for living 

things and the environment. 
 

Seasons 
 

Comparing & Contrasting 
Environments 

They talk about the features of their 
own immediate environment and 

how environments might vary from 
one another. 

 
 

Animals 
They make observations of animals 
and plants and explain why some 

things occur, and talk about 
changes. 

Understanding 
the World 

 
 

People & 
Communities 

 
RE/History 

How I’ve grown and changed since I 
was a baby 

Developing an understanding of 
growth, decay and changes over 

time. 
 

My family 
 

Diwali 
 
 

RE 
Christianity 

Theme: Special People 
Theme: Christmas 

 

New Years’ Resolutions 
 

Chinese New Years 
 

A significant historical person 
 

Sequencing short periods of time in 
simple ways 

 
 
 

RE 
Theme: Christian beliefs about God 

Theme: Easter 

 
Reflecting on your year in 

Foundation 
 

Study another historical figure 
 

Sequencing short periods of time in 
simple ways 

 
Changes over Time 

 
RE 

Theme: Christian Stories 
Theme: Special Places 

 

 
Expressive Arts 

& Design 

Creating simple representations of 
people Holding a pencil, drawing 

lines/circles, primary colours, 
paintbrush skills, colour names, 
colour matching, drawing skills.  

 
Begin to use variety of tools and 

investigate different lines/textures.  
 

Encourage accurate drawings of 
people that include all visible parts 
of body, begin to encourage more 

detailed drawings. 
 

 
Colours for purpose, size and shape  

 
Observational drawings, painting 

skills using different tools (fingers, 
brushes, glue spreaders, sticks etc.), 

drawing skills, sketching 
 

. Allow for experimentation of colour 
mixing rather than formal teaching  

 
 
 
 

 

Pattern, printing and texture 
Handling and manipulating different 

materials, create simple collages, 
constructing with a purpose (select, 

tears, re-shape etc).  
 

Able to create from imagination and 
observation and take apart and 

reconstruct where necessary, apply 
simple decorations and use simple 

language to describe.  
 

Produce simple pictures from 
printing using different objects, 

imitate and create simple repeating 
and irregular patterns, simple 

symmetry. 

 


